
 
 
GAIN Clean Fuel, a brand of U.S. Gain, has been a Wisconsin Clean Cities member since 2011. Scott 
Hanstedt, director of sales, serves on the Wisconsin Clean Cities board of directors. 

Farmers, landfill owners and municipalities across the nation have partnered with energy developers like 
U.S. Gain to transform their waste into clean, renewable natural gas (RNG) thanks to government-
backed clean fuel programs and growing corporate demand for sustainable energy solutions. 

Does your renewable natural gas development project need support, or do you simply want to learn 
more? As a vertically integrated renewable natural gas supplier involved with more than 20 projects, 
U.S. Gain can help. Its project development, financial strength, compliance expertise and pathway to the 
transportation and energy markets will expedite your project’s approval and return on investment. 

The company works with best-in-class partners to build, operate and maintain alternative fuel stations 
across the country that feature unprecedented quality and performance. As your partner, 
representatives will discuss options to determine your ideal fueling experience, while balancing budget 
and capacity. U.S. Gain’s meticulous attention to detail means your station will be designed to 
specifications on time and within budget.  

The team of tenured, in-house engineers will design a station, or network of stations, tailored 
exclusively for your applications. They will take the time to understand not only current fueling needs, 
but also factor in growth inclusive of fleet size and fuels used to design a station that will expand with 
your business. With experience installing stations in most states, U.S. Gain is versed in the permitting 
process and regional regulations. Gain Clean Fuel stations are known for industry-leading up time, 
performance and quality, stemming from the meticulous attention to detail devoted to every aspect of 
the build process. Aligned with best-in-class providers, rest assured your station project will be handled 
with the utmost professionalism, coming in both on time and budget. 

Transitioning to alternative fuel shouldn’t extend your route. Strategically located near major shipping 
corridors, the GAIN Clean Fuel natural gas station network is easily accessible for all natural gas vehicles 
— from passenger cars to class 8 trucks. Featuring 99% site up time, we’re your partner with the most 
reliable natural gas station network. 

For more information, go to https://www.usgain.com/ or contact: 

Scott Hanstedt 
Director of Sales 
425 Better Way 
Appleton WI 54915 
(920) 735-8263 
shanstedt@usgain.com  
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